
	  
Tired of living a reality that you  don’t want? 
If you keep doing the same things, you'll always get the same 
results ... 
So if you're going to do something for you. Begin to 

understand  
 And manage your most valuable re source… Your personal Energy…! 

	  	  	  	   	  
Human consciousness is evolving and that evolution is reflected within our energy anatomy. 
The Universal Calibration Lattice (UCL), is a system within the energy anatomy, radiating from 
the center of our being. 
This meeting t ogive you an experiential introduction to understanding how the UCL impacts our 
consciousness and our ability to co-create our lives to become  more enlightened! 
A quick and informative perspective of the Universal Calibration Lattice, what it looks like and 
how it works. 
It also includes the calibration process and energy dynamics. You can apply this information in a 
practical way to enhance your personal growth and accelerate your evolution. 
Become aware and recalibrate common dynamics of energy! 
Experiences an EMF Balancing Technique ® session and achieve the necessary changes to manifest 
in your life ...! 
 
 
"Peggy’s innovative work with the field of all life leads us to the place in ourselves where love, healing, 

and peace begin. 
Her techniques are practical, effective, and they work!" 

Gregg Braden - New York Times bestselling author of The God Code, The Divine Matrix & Fractal Time  
 

www.emfworldwide.com 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

MabeLuz 
 
I  was born in Argentina, South America….  
In 1988, following the voice of my heart, I crossed the ocean and arrived in 
Italy  with a great calling to get to know my origins….  
And from then on, a deep journey,a spiral inwards into the soul, the heart 
and an expansion into totality… 
In December 2000 I met Dana Tir – who I honour – Maestra, sister, friend, 
generous “lock keeper” who since then has been showing me and putting 
keys into my hands to open the doors that have changed my life…. : my 
first workshop on the Merkaba, , following the teachings of Drunvalo 

Melchizedek, , a doorway to internal knowledge and my connection with the universe…  
I met Drunvalo  in Argentina in 2001 2001 when I took part in his seminar Earth and Sky … there 
to discoverr and recognise myself from the heart 
In  2002, once again Dana and the magic of synchronization, made it possible for me to travel to  
Uruguay, and to get to know the fantastic work  of Peggy Phoenix Dubro and I trained as a 
Profesional in EMF Balancing Technique®. This was a unique experience for my soul and changed 
my whole life, giving me the most precious moments of expansion in my heart ....a before and an 
after....  
From near two years, junto Dana Tir and I travelled through all of Argentina, from north to 
south, east to west kilometres and kilometres doing individual sessions, in couples, mothers and 
sons, brothers, friends, . An experience of love, honour and nurturing to all that we call Humanity! 
In 2011, in the seminari called “Awakening the Iluminated Heart” de Drunvalo Melchizedek, , 
from the tiny space of my heart, I acknowledge EMF Balancing Technique® of Peggy Phoenix 
Dubro,  as a sacred tool with which to fulfil my purpose to express my totality  
And since then I follow my heart…. I go where the Universe shows as the way… wanting to share 
through the experience of my heart and all that I know, all the magic which comes from taking the 
reigns of our own personal energy and becoming an evolutionary human ...... feeling with the mind 
and thinking with the heart … 
Thank you for sharing this journey with me …. 
 
 
OBS! 
 
MabeLuz snakker spansk, men kurset blir oversatt til norsk. 
 


